thing is so conveniently located within
your reach. Live a life where you have more
time to spend enjoying the little joys in life.
A place where your needs and wants are
within your reach…

for all the other things that really matter.

Spoil yourself by having the very best in a single building.

Designed to fit your needs and wants so you have time

Everything within your reach.

Imagine yourself in a world where every-

Surrounding
a setting to meet your needs

A place where
you truly belong
Nothing too
fancy or out of
the way, a place
that is for you
and nobody else
It's as if it was
made just for
you.
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restaurants. Live music in Gastown, fine-dining on Denman, opening nights in the theatre
$560 spent for a new camera. $20 for a
lunch for two. Spending the day making
memories and silly faces at Stanley Park;
free of charge.

district—everything fun to do in Vancouver is so close to home. Beautiful Harbour Green Park is all that
separates the site from the sea, and boat moorage is minutes away. The waterfront promenade outside your
front door leads you right into Stanley Park—1,000 acres of beaches, forest, playing fields and greenery.

Welcome to a place where distances are
measured in steps not kilometers. Only
a skip and a hop away from wherever
your heart desires.

30°
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Four blocks to the Robson Street shopping district; a two-minute walk to waterfront
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Durable, stylish, and a contemporary addition to any kitchen. Not to mention it is a
step towards being "green".

Interior Details

Spend more time with your loved ones
instead of worrying about the details. 360
makes it easy for you to customize your
home because we know your time is best
spent elsewhere.
Choose from a selection of top-quality wood
finishes; granite or stainless steel counter
tops. Make it your home.

Our residences have been designed

stainless steel hardware and under-

to maximise form and function, offer- cabinet lighting. You have a choice
ing open spaces for entertaining and

of three styles of granite slab

cozy corners for cocooning. Every

countertops. Gather around your

detail has been carefully considered,

free-standing cooking island or your

and no expense has been spared.

glass or granite eating bar, or cozy

Choose from Cherry, Beech, Birch,

up in front of your fireplace with a

or Hickory hardwoods. Enjoy styl- custom-built mantelpiece on those
ish contemporary kitchens featuring

cold winter nights.

There's nothing better than a well-lit room to spend your nights or
days in. Just be sure to turn them off when you're done.
Choose from a variety of modern lighting fixtures from track lighting to elegant chandeliers.
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Stainless steel counter tops.

turn your life 180-degrees
and surround yourself with
all of the luxury you can imagine.
y o u d e s e r v e e v e r y b i t o f i t. i t ' s y o u r
time, your life. do whatever you want
and simply enjoy.

90°
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ca s ua l ly e l e g a n t, e f f o rt l e s s ly s o p h i s t i cat e d

cozy up beside your 36" contem-

luxuries. Each apartment is oriented

porary natural gas fireplace in living

to maximize views and light. Floors

room. Luxurious suites range from

are hardwood throughout the living

1,200 to more than 3,500 square

and dining rooms, the kitchen and

feet, with elegant contemporary West

the entry foyer and owners are

Coast design, and generous outdoor

offered a choice of cherry, beech,

space. When you live here, every

birch or hickory hardwood, or exotic

Vancouver landmark is a backdrop

bamboo. Enjoy 100% wool carpet in

for daily life—from the harbour and

bedrooms and dens, or a selection

mountains to the forests of Stanley

of top-quality plush and twist carpets

Park, from Lions Gate Bridge to the

in a selection of colour finishes. Or

white sails of Canada Place.

No longer do you have to worry
about cluttered space. 360 offers
spacious storage with a walk-in
closet built into each suite.
The only problem now would
be to find a way to fill each of
them up.
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Interior Luxury

All homes offer exceptional interior
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Another 30 for the finishing touches and
viola, a night with friends, good food, and
a place everyone envies.
Paint it.
Blue, red, orange. The sky's the
limit with what you can do with
an open canvas. It's all yours
afterall.
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3 hours to prep. 30 minutes to groom.

325°

Three-sixty’s state-of-the-art private recreation centre overlooks the harbour
and mountains of the North Shore. It provides the perfect setting for a

Amenities

morning workout or a relaxing swim and soak after a long day at the office.
There is a heated indoor/outdoor pool as well as an outdoor whirlpool
spa with a mountain view. Get into a shape at the fitness studio with both
strength and cardio training equipment, and afterwards relax in the steam
room. Residents can also enjoy the fireside lounge with a billiard table and
make use of the meeting room and multi-media room. Guests are welcome
to stay in the guest apartments which are attended by a 24-hour wait staff.

